MINI ORGANISER
Checklist Planning Tool
FOR EDUCATORS

Using this tool...
Hi Empowered Ed,
I'm Jodie from The Empowered Educator website and I developed this free checklist tool to
help overwhelmed educators take steps toward getting more organised and taking back
control of their programming and documentation requirements.
The checklists are split into 3 sections - daily, weekly and monthly to help you break up
jobs into smaller more manageable tasks and processes. The checklists cover all basic
requirements of the planning cycle and support you to collect documentation routinely that
shows the regular and ongoing progress of a child's learning journey.
You might decide to use some parts of the checklist but not others and that is perfectly ok it's simply a guide to help you get organised,identify where you might be doubling up on
information or perhaps missing something altogether!
I hope you find it helpful!

Jodie
www.theempowerededucatoronline.com

Daily Planning Checklist
1. Jottings, notes, audio, video or photos taken briefly for child
and group observations.
2. Indoor environment, activities & materials setup.
3. Outdoor environment, activities & materials setup.
4. Creative and craft materials prepped or made ready for use.
5. Spontaneous and significant open ended play recorded on
current program plan or diary at end of the day (briefly).
6. Family and/or staff feedback noted in diary or on plan.
7. Parent and carer communication tools/methods completed.
8. Planned activities with daily focus child/children completed.
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Weekly Planning Checklist
1. Individual & Group observations formally recorded.
2. Analysis of learning identified & recorded from observations.
3. Possible forward planning noted for group & individuals.
4. Brief reflection on overall weekly program & practice noted.
5. Used forward planning notes & information from weekly
reflection to help inform next week's program.
6. Program plan with activities, environment changes and
opportunities for open ended play meeting learning outcomes
recorded on preferred template or tool and displayed.
7. Materials/prep needed for next week identified, shopping list
created if required.
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Monthly Planning Checklist
1. Portfolios, learning journals, child files updated.
2. Family newsletter/room communication compiled and sent.
3. Toy rotation and environment rearranged according to
children's ages, stages and current interests.
4. Update, identify or research possible training & professional
development opportunities.
5. Upcoming celebrations, important dates and events noted
for next month's planning.
6. Photos and respectful displays of children's work changed
to reflect and highlight current learning.
7. Update progress and future actions on Quality Improvement
Plan (QIP) documents.
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